
ETHICS IN EDUCATION LEADERSHIP

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Develop learning regarding the book

Definition/Overview:

Educational Leadership: Educational Leadership takes a variety of elements, only one of

which is personal charisma. One needs a general vision for the institution with a clear vision

of how it fits in the wider community. This requires a perception of what people need

(perhaps before they do themselves), and a coherent strategy to meet those needs. One also

needs technical competence, at least some managerial and administrative ability, and a range

of interpersonal skills, espeically those relating to inluencing others. In the classroom as a

teacher, your leadership doesn't depend on disciplines and a system of rewards and

punishments. We call this "Organic Influence."

Key Points:

1. Introduction to the book

To improve your educational leadership, the topic will consider the following discussion

points:

 Trust yourself; some level of self-confidence is essential.

 Experiment with your own teaching method

 Keep the good will of staff and students

 Look for the bigger picture and the mid to long-term future.

 Look to see wheterh anyone is following you. If they aren't, you're probably not leading

anyone.

 In a debate, either take the lead with a unique contribution or keep quiet. Being one voice in a

herd of sheep is not leadership.

Like Hobbes, Locke, Rousseau and Kant, Rawls belongs to the social contract tradition.

However, Rawls' social contract takes a slightly different form from that of previous thinkers.
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Specifically, Rawls develops what he claims are principles of justice through the use of an

entirely and deliberately artificial device he calls the Original position, in which everyone

decides principles of justice from behind a veil of ignorance. This "veil" is one that

essentially blinds people to all facts about themselves that might cloud what notion of justice

is developed.

It is important to keep in mind that the agreement that stems from the original position is both

hypothetical and non-historical. It is hypothetical in the sense that the principles to be derived

are what the parties would, under certain legitimating conditions, agree to, not what they have

agreed to. In other words, Rawls seeks to persuade us through argument that the principles of

justice that he derives are in fact what we would agree upon if we were in the hypothetical

situation of the original position and that those principles have moral weight as a result of

that. It is nonhistorical in the sense that it is not supposed that the agreement has ever, or

indeed could actually be entered into as a matter of fact. Rawls claims that the parties in the

original position would adopt two such principles, which would then govern the assignment

of rights and duties and regulate the distribution of social and economic advantages across

society.

The assumptions of the original position, and in particular, the use of maximinreasoning,

have also been criticized (most notably by Kenneth Arrow and John Harsanyi), with the

implication either that Rawls designed the original position to derive the two principles, or

that an original position more faithful to its initial purpose would not lead to his favored

principles. In reply Rawls has emphasized the role of the original position as a "device of

representation" for making sense of the idea of a fair choice situation for free and equal

citizens. Rawls has also emphasized the relatively modest role that maximin plays in his

argument: it is "a useful heuristic rule of thumb" given the curious features of choice behind

the veil of ignorance. Some egalitarian critics have raised concerns over Rawls's emphasis on

primary social goods. For instance, Amartya Sen has argued that we should attend not only to

the distribution of primary goods, but also how effectively people are able to use those goods

to pursue their ends. In a related vein, Norman Daniels has wondered why healthcare

shouldn't be treated as a primary good, and some of his subsequent work has addressed this

question, arguing for a right to health care within a broadly Rawlsianframework.
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Topic : Developing A Personal Approach To Ethics

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Understand Normative Ethics

 Understand Meta-ethics

 Understand Applied ethics

 Understand Post-Critique Ethics

Definition/Overview:

Ethics is the major branch of philosophy, encompassing proper conduct and good living. It is

significantly broader than the common conception of ethics as the analyzing of right and

wrong. A central aspect of ethics is "the good life", the life worth living or that is simply

satisfying, which is held by many philosophers to be more important than moral conduct.

Key Points:

1. Normative Ethics

Traditionally, normative ethics (also known as moral theory) was the study of what makes

actions right and wrong. These theories offered an overarching moral principle to which one

could appeal in resolving difficult moral decisions. At the turn of the 20th century, moral

theories became more complex and are no longer concerned solely with rightness and

wrongness, but are interested in many different kinds of moral status. During the middle of

the century, the study of normative ethics declined as meta-ethics grew in prominence. This

focus on meta-ethics was in part caused by an intense linguistic focus in analytic philosophy

and by the popularity of logical positivism. In 1971, John Rawls published A Theory of

Justice, noteworthy in its pursuit of moral arguments and eschewing of meta-ethics. This

publication set the trend for renewed interest in normative ethics.

2. Meta-ethics

Meta-ethics is concerned primarily with the meaning of ethical judgments and/or

prescriptions and with the notion of which properties, if any, are responsible for the truth or

validity thereof. Meta-ethics as a discipline gained attention with G.E. Moore's famous work
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Principia Ethica from 1903 in which Moore first addressed what he referred to as the

naturalistic fallacy. Moore's rebuttal of naturalistic ethics, his Open Question Argument

sparked an interest within the analytic branch of western philosophy to concern oneself with

second order questions about ethics; specifically the semantics, epistemology and ontology of

ethics. The semantics of ethics divides naturally into descriptivism and non-descriptivism.

The former position advocates the idea that prescriptive language (including ethical

commands and duties) is a subdivision of descriptive language and has meaning in virtue of

the same kind of properties as descriptive propositions, whereas the latter contends that

ethical propositions are irreducible in the sense that their meaning cannot be explicated

sufficiently in terms of truth-conditions.

Correspondingly, the epistemology of ethics divides into cognitivismand non-cognitivism; a

distinction that is often perceived as equivalent to that between descriptivist and non-

descriptivists. Non-cognitivismmay be understood as the claim that ethical claims reach

beyond the scope of human cognition or as the (weaker) claim that ethics is concerned with

action rather than with knowledge. Cognitivism can then be seen as the claim that ethics is

essentially concerned with judgments of the same kind as knowledge judgments; namely

about matters of fact. The ontology of ethics is concerned with the idea of value-bearing

properties, i.e. the kind of things or stuffs that would correspond to or be referred to by

ethical propositions. Non-descriptivist and non-cognitivistswill generally tend to argue that

ethics do not require a specific ontology, since ethical propositions do not refer to objects in

the same way that descriptive propositions do. Such a position may sometimes be called anti-

realist. Realists on the other hand are left with having to explain what kind of entities,

properties or states are relevant for ethics, and why they have the normative status

characteristic of ethics.

3. Applied ethics

Applied ethics is a discipline of philosophy that attempts to apply ethical theory to real-life

situations. The discipline has many specialized fields, such as bioethics and business ethics.

The lines of distinction between meta-ethics, normative ethics, and applied ethics are often

blurry. For example, the issue of abortion can be seen as an applied ethical topic since it

involves a specific type of controversial behavior. But it can also depend on more general

normative principles, such as possible rights of self-rule and right to life, principles which are

often litmus tests for determining the morality of that procedure. The issue also rests on meta-

ethical issues such as, "where do rights come from?" and "what kind of beings haverights?"

Another concept which blurs ethics is moral luck. A drunk driver may safely reach home
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without injuring anyone, or he might accidentally kill a child who runs out into the street

while he is driving home. The action of driving while drunk is usually seen as equally wrong

in each case, but its dependence on chance affects the degree to which the driver is held

responsible.

4. Post-Critique Ethics

The 20th Century saw a remarkable expansion of critical theory and its evolution. The earlier

Marxist Theory created a paradigm for understanding the individual, society and their

interaction. The Renaissance Enlightened Man had persisted up until the Industrial

Revolution when the romantic vision of noble action began to fade.

Modernism, exemplified in the literary works of Virginia Woolfand James Joyce, wrote out

God, then antihumanistssuch as Louis Althusser and Michel Foucault and structuralists such

as Roland Barthespresided over the death of the author and man himself. As critical theory

developed in the later 20th century, post-structuralism queried the very existence of reality.

Jacques Derrida placed reality in the linguistic realm stating There is nothing outside the text,

while Jean Baudrillard theorised that signs and symbols or simulacra had usurped reality,

particularly in the consumer world.

Post-structuralism and postmodernism are both heavily theoretical and follow a fragmented,

anti-authoritarian course which is absorbed in narcissistic and near nihilistic activities.

Normative issues are generally ignored. This has led to some opponents of these later

movements echoing the critic JurgenHabermas who fears that the postmodern mood

represents a turning away from both political responsibilities and a concern for suffering.

David Couzens Hoy says that Emmanuel Levinaswritings on the face of the Other and

Derridas mediations on the relevance of death to ethics are signs of the ethical turn in

Continental philosophy that occurs in the 1980s and 1990s. Hoy clarifies post-critique ethics

as the obligations that present themselves as necessarily to be fulfilled but are neither forced

on one or are enforceable. In present day terms the powerless may include the unborn, the

terminally sick, the aged, the insane, and animals. It is in these areas that ethical action will

be evident. Until legislation or state apparatus enforces a moral order that addresses the

causes of resistance these issues will remain in the ethical realm. For example, should animal

experimentation become illegal in a society, it will no longer be an ethical issue. Likewise

one hundred and fifty years ago, not having a black slave in America may have been an

ethical choice. This later issue has been absorbed into the fabric of a more utilitarian social

order and is no longer an ethical issue but does of course constitute a moral concern. Ethics
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are exercised by those who possess no power and those who support them, through personal

resistance.

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
The Ethics Of Power And Duty In Educational Leadership

Ethical Considerations In Leadership At The School-District Level
Topic : The Ethics Of Power And Duty In Educational Leadership

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to develop learning regarding:

 Understand Categories of Educational Leadership

 Understand The Collegiate Middle Level Association

 Understand the concept of Francis Keppel

 Understand The National Youth Leadership

 Understand Parallel Education

 Understand School leadership

Definition/Overview:

Educational leadership: Educational leadership draws upon interdisciplinary literature,

generally, but ideally distinguishes itself through its focus on pedagogy, epistemology and

human development. In contemporary practice it borrows from political science and business.

Debate within the field relates to this tension.

Key Points:

1. Categories of Educational Leadership

A number of publications and foundations are devoted to studying the particular requirements

of leadership in these settings, and educational leadership is taught as an academic discipline

at a number of universities. Several countries now have explicit policies on school leadership,

including policies and budgets for the training and development of school leaders.

The following are categories of educational leadership:

 Assistant principal

 Collegiate Middle Level Association
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 Democratic school

 Francis Keppel

 Leadership school

 National Youth Leadership Forum

 Parallel education

 Peer Leadership Program

 School leadership

 Senior Project

An assistant principal, sometimes called a vice-principal or Deputy Principal, assists a

principal in the general governance and leadership of a school. Experience as an assistant

principal is often a prerequisite for advancement to a principalship. Assistant principals are

often responsible for student discipline, classroom observations, teacher evaluation and

supervision, facilitating parent meetings, maintaining schedules, and handling logistical

matters. Additionally, assistant principals frequently serve as testing coordinators, training

staff on procedures related to standardized assessment, as well as accounting for testing

materials.

2. The Collegiate Middle Level Association

The Collegiate Middle Level Association (CMLA) is a student association designed to

promote and support the professional development of future middle level teachers, as well as

the development and nurturing of middle level education programs. CMLA is an affiliate of

National Middle School Association. Currently, Georgia College and State University is

serving as the national host site for the organization's leadership.

3. Francis Keppel

Francis Keppel was an American educator. As U.S. Commissioner of Education (196265) he

was instrumental in developing the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 and in

overseeing enforcement of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 in the schools. In 1966, he became

head of the General Learning Corporation. Keppel later served on the New York City Board

of Higher Education (196771) and on Harvards Board of Overseers (196773). In 1974 he

became founding chairman of the Lincoln Center Institute and director of the education

policy program at the Aspen Institute. A Leadership school is an organization, or entity
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within an organization, that provides education that focuses on the development of leaders.

This activity can be undertaken at different levels. It can be in the form of training, seminars,

institutes, or of more comprehensive frameworks that lead to the awarding of a certificate,

degree, or diploma.

4. The National Youth Leadership

The National Youth Leadership Forum (abbreviated: NYLF) is a tuition-based educational

organization founded in 1992 that contracts Envision EMI, a for-profit corporation, to

facilitate and execute career/leadership programs for high school students throughout the

United States, with the goal of career preparation. NYLF has an active online community of

current and future participants as well as alumni. These people make up the NYLF Message

Boards and NYLF IRC. The NYLF Message Boards were started by several alumni

following the NYLF/Tech 2002 program, and have since been officially owned and

maintained by NYLF staff. NYLF IRC is an alumni-run server and is not officially affiliated

with NYLF.

5. Parallel Education

Parallel Education is a system in which boys and girls attend the same school,however are

split into single sex classes for core subjects such as English, Maths, Science, LOTE, and

Humanities however students will come together for such activities as Drama, Music and

other social and cultural activities. Theoretically this means that students will receive the best

education while still being able to interact with the opposite sex. Peer Leadership Program,

often known as Peer, is a school-run organization that looks upon upperclassmen to help ease

the transition of freshmen to high school. Now found in many high schools and colleges

across the United States, the Peer Program focuses on team building in creating trust and

friendship throughout the school community. Before meeting with smaller groups of

newcomers the larger Peer organization is trained to deal with the psychological and

emotional needs the newcomers may express. Steven Schultz, a peer leader at South

Brunswick High School, is credited with introducing many new reforms of peer leadership

and development at the 2006-2007 New Jersey Peer Retreat.

6. School leadership
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School leadership, or educational leadership, is the process of enlisting the talents and

energies of teachers, pupils, and parents toward achieving common educational aims. This

term supplanted educational administration in the United States and educational management

in the United Kingdom.

Senior Project is an educational program designed to challenge high school or college seniors

in Canada and the United States.

Although largely successful, the program has drawn criticism from those who believe it is

unnecessary. Students choose a topic of interest to them and create a senior project that

consists of the four P's:

 Paper

 Product

 Portfolio

 Presentation

Topic : Ethical Considerations In Leadership At The School-District Level

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to develop learning regarding:

 Understand Different Level Schools

 Understand District Schools

 Understand Public Education and School Districts

Definition/Overview:

School Districts: School districts are a form of special-purpose district which serves to

operate the local public primary and secondary schools. They exist mostly in the United

States, where they operate nearly all government-funded schools.

Key Points:
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1. Different Level Schools

 An elementary school usually includes kindergarten and grades one through five (sometimes

six). In some school districts these grades are divided into two schools.

 A middle school usually includes grades six or seven through eight (in some places, the

alternative terms junior high school or intermediate school are still used). Junior high

school often referred to schools that covered grades seven through nine. Intermediate school

is often used for schools that cover grades 3-5 or so when they are separated from elementary

schools.

 A high school usually includes grades nine through twelve and may include grades seven and

above. There are many high schools that cover only grades ten to twelve, which are

sometimes referred to as a senior high school.

2. District Schools

These terms may not appear in a district's name, even though the condition may apply.

 A unified school district includes elementary and secondary (middle school and high school)

educational levels.

 The word central in a district's name indicates that there is one central administration that

oversees the entire district.

 The word free in a district's name indicates that no tuition is charged to attend district

schools. In New York, it is used in conjunction with union to indicate a district composed of

multiple, formerly independent common school districts now free of restrictions placed on

New York State's common school districts.

 The word union or consolidated in a district's name indicates that it was formed from two or

more districts.

 The word joint in a district's name indicates that it includes territory from more than one

county.

 The word independent can have different meanings, depending on the state.

o KentuckyHere, "Independent" districts are separate from county districts, the standard form

of school district in the state. If a county has no independent district, its school district

boundaries coincide exactly with its borders. As of 2007, the state has 54 independent

districts scattered throughout the state, with major concentrations in Northern Kentucky and

the Eastern Coal Fields region. These districts are generally associated with a city, or
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sometimes with a cluster of adjoining cities. Unlike county districts, independent districts can

cross county lines, as in the Caverna Independent Schools centered on Cave City and Horse

Cave and the Corbin Independent Schools. Note that some districts in the state are

independent despite not having "Independent" in their official name, as in the Owensboro

Public Schools and Paducah Public Schools.

o TexasHere, "Independent" denotes that the district is separate from any county- or municipal-

level entity. All of the state's school districts, with only one exception, are independent of any

municipal or county control. Moreover, school district boundaries rarely coincide with

municipal limits or county lines. Most districts use the term "Independent School District" in

their name; in the few cases where the term "Common School District" is used the district is

still an independent governmental entity. In Ohio, school districts are classified as either city

school districts, exempted village school districts, or local school districts. City and exempted

village school districts are exempted from county boards of education, local school districts

remain under county school board supervision. School districts may combine resources to

form a fourth type of school district, the joint vocational school district, which focuses on a

technical based curriculum.

 In Michigan there are Intermediate School Districts largely at the county level. The local

schools districts run the schools and most programs, but often bi-lingual aides and programs

for the deaf and blind are run by the Intermediate School District.

According to a survey conducted by the Book-of-the-Month Club and the Library of

Congress, Man's Search For Meaning belongs to a list of "the ten most influential books in

[the United States].". At the time of the author's death in 1997, the book had sold 10 million

copies in twenty-four languages.

Frankl identifies three psychological reactions experienced by all inmates to one degree or

another: (1) shock during the initial admission phase to the camp, (2) apathy after becoming

accustomed to camp existence, in which the inmate values only that which helps himselfor

others survive, and (3) reactions of depersonalization, moral deformity, bitterness, and

disillusionment after being liberated.

Frankl concludes that the meaning of life is found in every moment of living; life never

ceases to have meaning, even in suffering and death. In a group therapy session during a mass

fast inflicted on the camp's inmates trying to protect an anonymous fellow inmate from fatal

retribution by authorities, Frankl offered the thought that for everyone in a dire condition
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there is someone looking down, a friend, family member, or even God, who would expect not

to be disappointed. Frankl concludes from his experience that a prisoner's psychological

reactions are not solely the result of the conditions of his life, but also from the freedom of

choice he always has even in severe suffering. The inner hold a prisoner has on his spiritual

self relies on having a faith in the future, and that once a prisoner loses that faith, he is

doomed.

3. Public Education and School Districts

Public education in many communities in the USA has been made the function of a school

district serving one or more towns. A school district is a unique body corporate and politic,

usually with districts being coequal to that of a city or a county, and has similar powers

including taxation and eminent domain. Its legislative body, elected by direct popular vote or

by appointment by other governmental officials, is called a school board, board of trustees, or

school committee, and this body appoints a superintendent, usually an experienced public

school administrator, to function as the district's chief executive for carrying out day-to-day

decisions and policy implementations. The school board may also exercise a quasi-judicial

function in serious employee or student discipline matters.

Not all school systems constitute school districts as distinct bodies corporate. A few states

have no school systems independent of county or municipal governments. One prominent

example is Maryland, where all school systems are run at the county or, in the case of

Baltimore City, the county-equivalent level. Other states, such as New York, have both

independent school districts and school systems that are subordinate to cities. The Hawaii

State Department of Education functions as a single state-wide school district. This is unique

among the states, but the Puerto Rico Department of Education operates all schools in the

Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, thus also functioning as a single school district.

In the 2002 Census of Governments, the United States Census Bureau enumerated the

following numbers of school systems in the United States:

 13,506 school district governments

 178 state-dependent school systems

 1,330 local-dependent school systems

 1,196 education service agencies (agencies providing support services to public school

systems)
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The functioning of a school district can be a key influence and concern in local politics. A

well run district with safe and clean schools, graduating enough students to good universities,

can enhance the value of housing in its area, and thus increase the amount of tax revenue

available to carry out its operations. Conversely, a poorly-run district may cause growth in

the area to be far less than surrounding areas, or even a decline in population. In recent years,

poorly-run schools or districts, particularly in affluent areas and major cities, have sometimes

been converted into charter schools.

In addition to the various schools it operates and the various support facilities they require for

their operation, such as school bus yards, laundries, warehouses, and kitchens, some very

large school districts operate medical clinics, television stations (many of which are official

CBS, ABC, NBC, Fox, PBS or NPR affiliates for their respective markets), and fully

functioning campus police departments. Additionally it is not unusual to find public libraries

or recreation programs operated by a school system. In Virginia, school districts are called

school divisions because funding for education comes through the city or county government

that the school division is located in.

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
Ethical Considerations In School-Building Leadership

Topic : Ethical Considerations In School-Building Leadership

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to develop learning regarding:

 Understand School leadership or educational leadership

 Understand Ethical Leadership

Definition/Overview:

School leadership, or educational leadership, is the process of enlisting the talents and

energies of teachers, pupils, and parents toward achieving common educational aims. This

term supplanted educational administration in the United States and educational management

in the United Kingdom.

Key Points:
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1. School leadership, or educational leadership

School leadership or educational leadership is the process of enlisting the talents and energies

of teachers, pupils, and parents toward achieving common educational aims. This term

supplanted educational administration in the United States and educational management in

the United Kingdom. The term school leadership came into currency in the late 20th century

for several reasons. Demands were made on schools for higher levels of pupil achievement,

and schools were expected to improve and reform. These expectations were accompanied by

calls for accountability at the school level. Maintenance of the status quo was no longer

considered acceptable. Administration and management are terms that connote stability

through the exercise of control and supervision. The concept of leadership was favored

because it conveys dynamism and proactivity. The principal or school head is commonly

thought to be the school leader; however, school leadership may include other persons, such

as members of a formal leadership team and other persons who contribute toward the aims of

the school.

While school leadership or educational leadership have become popular as replacements for

educational administration in recent years, leadership arguably presents only a partial picture

of the work of school, division/district, and ministerial personnel, not to mention the areas of

research explored by university faculty in departments concerned with the operations of

schools and educational institutions. For this reason, there may be grounds to question the

merits of its employment as a catch-all term for the field. Rather, the etiology of its use may

be found in more generally and contemporarily experienced neo-liberal social and economic

governance models, especially in the United States and the United Kingdom. On this view,

the term is understood as having been borrowed from business. In the United States, the

superintendency, or role of the chief school administrator, has undergone many changes since

the creation of the position which is often attributed to the Buffalo Common Council that

approved a superintendent on June 9, 1837. If history serves us correctly, the superintendency

is about 170 years old with four major role changes from the early 1800s through the first

half of the twentieth century and into the early years of the twenty-first century. Initially, the

superintendent's main function was clerical in nature and focused on assisting the board of

education with day-to-day details of running the school. At the turn of the century, states

began to develop common curriculum for public schools with superintendents fulfilling the

role of teacher-scholar or master educator whose focus was on curricular and instructional
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matters. In the early 1900s, the Industrial Revolution impacted the superintendent's role

changing it to expert manager with efficiency in handling non-instructional tasks such as

budget, facility,andtransportation. The release of A Nation at Risk in 1983 directly impacted

public school accountability and, ultimately, the superintendency. The early 1980s initiated

the change that has continued through today with the superintendent viewed as chief

executive officer, including the roles of professional advisor to the board, leader of reforms,

manager of resources, and communicator to the public.

2. Ethical Leadership

"Real leaders concentrate on doing the right thing, not on doing things right." That advice

from organizational consultants comes as no surprise to leaders of educative institutions,

whose lives are filled with difficult ethical dilemmas. Principals experience such dilemmas

on a daily basis, says William Greenfield (1991). Having moral obligations to society, to the

profession, to the school board, and to students, they find that "it often is not clear what is

right or wrong, or what one ought to do, or which perspective is right in moral terms.

Unfortunately relatively few administrators have been trained to deal with these conflicts.

Until very recently, ethical issues were given little attention in preparation programs.

 What ethical responsibilities do leaders have?

Greenfield notes that program leaders face a unique set of ethical demands. Schools

are moral institutions, designed to promote social norms, and principals are moral

agents who must often make decisions that favour one moral value over another.

Moreover, although schools, for example, are dedicated to the well-being of children,

students have virtually no voice in what happens there. For all these reasons, the

leader's conduct "must be deliberately moral." Leaders' moral duty expresses itself not

only in the obvious day-to-day ethical dilemmas, but in the mundane policies and

structures that may have hidden ethical implications. Robert Starratt notes that every

social arrangement benefits some people at the expense of others; simply to assume

that schools embody desirable standards is "ethically naive, if not culpable." Thus, the

principal must not only behave responsibly as an individual, but must create an ethical

institution. As leaders, principals have a special responsibility to exercise authority in

an ethical way. Greenfield points out that much of a principal's authority is moral; that

is, teachers must be convinced that the principal's point of view reflects values they
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support. Coercion through bureaucratic authority will seldom have a positive, lasting

effect.

 What ethical dilemmas do directors face?

As defined by Rushworth Kidder, an "ethical dilemma" is not a choice between right

and wrong, but a choice between two rights. For example, considering a bribe would

be a "moral temptation"; deciding whether scarce resources should go to a gifted

curriculum or a dropout-prevention program would constitute a dilemma. Dilemmas

arise when cherished values conflict. A principal who values both teacher autonomy

and student achievement will face a dilemma when teachers want to enact a policy

that lowers expectations. This kind of conflict is heightened because school leaders

are public officials with obligations to many people who often have competing values

or interests. Should parents be informed if a counselor learns that their daughter is

considering an abortion? Should a student group be able to book an assembly speaker

whose views will offend some in the community? Should the principal support a

teacher who has made a questionable grading decision? Some studies suggest that

obligations to superiors put special pressure on ethical decision making. For instance,

Peggy Kirby and colleagues asked principals to estimate how "a typical colleague"

would respond to hypothetical dilemmas. Respondents usually indicated that

colleagues would take "the path of least resistance" by deferring to superiors or taking

refuge in official policies. Kirby and her colleagues speculate that these hypothetical

colleagues actually reflect the norm.

 How can leaders resolve ethical dilemmas

Moral philosophers generally agree there is no ethical "cookbook" that provides easy

answers to complex dilemmas. But a number of thinkers have suggested some

guidelines. First, leaders should have and be willing to act on a definite sense of

ethical standards. Starratt argues that a fully informed ethical consciousness will

contain themes of caring (What do our relationships demand of us?); justice (How can

we govern ourselves fairly?); and critique (Where do we fall short of our own

ideals?). Second, leaders can examine dilemmas from different perspectives. Kidder
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describes three. One is to anticipate the consequences of each choice and attempt to

identify who will be affected, and in what ways. Another approach uses moral rules,

assuming that the world would be a better place if people always followed certain

widely accepted standards (such as telling the truth). A third perspective emphasizes

caring, which is similar to the Golden Rule: How would we like to be treated under

similar circumstances? Third, leaders can often reframe ethical issues. Kidder claims

that many apparent dilemmas are actually "trilemmas," offering a third path that

avoids the either-or thinking. For example, faced with a parent who objects to a

particular homework assignment on religious grounds, a principal may be able to

negotiate an alternative assignment, thereby preserving academic integrity without

trampling on parental rights. Finally, leaders should have the habit of conscious

reflection, wherever it may lead them.

 How do leaders create ethical institutions?

By their nature, most schools do not encourage discussion of ethical issues; educators

spend most of the day isolated from one another, and time is always at a premium.

One means of raising ethical awareness is to form an ethics committee similar to those

found in many hospitals. Such committees would not make formal rulings, but would

raise awareness of ethical issues, formulate ethical codes, and advise educators

grappling with ethical dilemmas. Thomas Sergiovannisays that truly effective schools

are those with a shared covenant clearly articulating the school's core values and

providing a standard by which actions will be judged. Leaders must not only take the

lead in formulating the covenant but actively support and enforce it. When a vital

standard is ignored, principals should "lead by outrage.

 What virtues must leaders practice?

Students of ethics are unanimous on one point: moral leadership begins with moral

leaders. Howard Gardner says of great leaders that they embody the message they

advocate; they teach, not just through words, but through actions. What virtues are

most important for school leaders? Some studies suggest that honesty is the quality

most appreciated by subordinates. And any principal who has launched a risky new

program or has publicly shouldered the blame for someone else's mistake can testify

to the importance of courage. Some who write about ethics argue that leaders must
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use their power with restraint, since it always holds the potential for treating others as

less than fully human. Peter Block advocates stewardship, which is the willingness to

accept accountability for results without always trying to impose control over others.

In simplest terms, stewardship asks leaders to acknowledge their own human faults

and limitations rather than hiding behind their status and power. Whatever virtue is

desired, moral philosophers going back to Aristotle have emphasized that it must

become a habit. just as musicians develop musical ability by playing an instrument,

people become virtuous by practicing virtue. Ethical behavior is not something that

can be held in reserve for momentous issues; it must be a constant companion. To be

an ethical school leader, then, is not a matter of following a few simple rules. The

leader's responsibility is complex and multi-dimensional, rooted less in technical

expertise than in simple human integrity.

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
The Issue Of Gender And Educational Leadership

Topic : The Issue Of Gender And Educational Leadership

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to develop learning regarding:

 School Leadership

 Schools & Institutions

Definition/Overview:

Gender inequities: Gender inequities in leadership positions are evident in many institutions.

Schools are not exempt from these inequities. Male dominance in principal positions has

created a female leadership minority in schools. Women have had to overcome gender

prejudices and limitations of access solely based on their gender. Stereotyped perceptions and

expectations are placed on school leaders because of gender. School leaders may hold the

same administrative positions; however, their paths to leadership and experiences within in it

may differ dramatically because of gender.

Single-sex education is the practice of conducting education where male and female students

attend separate classes or in separate buildings or schools. The practice was predominant
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before the mid-twentieth century, particularly in secondary education and higher education.

Single-sex education is often advocated on the basis of tradition, as well as religious or

cultural values. It is practiced in many parts of the world. A number of studies starting in the

1990s are showing statistical data that children from single-sex schools are outperforming

students from coeducational schools, however, other studies suggest that these are non-

conclusive. In 2002, because of these studies and bipartisan support, the US law of 1972 that

made coeducation in public schools mandatory was revoked and funding was given in

support of the single-sex option. There are now associations of parents who are advocating

for single-sex education.

Key Points:

1. School Managers

For school managers, the starting point might be Quality Indicator 9. As with so many other

aspects of school life, leadership is crucial, as both the driver for change and the enabler of

initiative and good practice amongst staff throughout the school. A supportive and committed

leadership within a school ensures that gender equality is taken seriously and acted upon. It is

also the responsibility of managers within the school, to make all staff aware of their legal

duties and to develop mechanisms whereby good practice is disseminated, embedded and

progressed in all aspects of the school's work and amongst all its stakeholders.

2. School Leadership

While school leadership or educational leadership have become popular as replacements for

educational administration in recent years, leadership arguably presents only a partial picture

of the work of school, division/district, and ministerial personnel, not to mention the areas of

research explored by university faculty in departments concerned with the operations of

schools and educational institutions. For this reason, there may be grounds to question the

merits of its employment as a catch-all term for the field. Rather, the etiology of its use may

be found in more generally and contemporarily experienced neo-liberal social and economic

governance models, especially in the United States and the United Kingdom. On this view,

the term is understood as having been borrowed from business.

2. Schools & Institutions
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2.1 Europe

A single-sex school is a school that advocates single-sex education. This has been the

traditional situation for independent schools, especially public schools and grammar

schools in the United Kingdom, but many of these have now become coeducational.

The number of single-sex state schools has fallen from nearly 2,500 to just over 400

in 40 years. According to Alan Smithers, Professor of Education at Buckingham

University, there was no evidence that single-sex schools were consistently superior.

In Hong Kong, where 10 per cent of schools are single-sex, girls appeared to do

better. But in Belgium, where single-sex schools are in the minority, boys and girls

who study together get the best results.

2.2 USA

In the United States, single-sex public schools are in many cases considered

unconstitutional, for similar reasons against racial segregation in schools before the

civil rights movement. Equal but separate is viewed to never be possible. However,

new federal rules introduced in October 2006 allow districts to create single-sex

schools and classes as long as enrollment is voluntary. The number of public schools

exclusively for boys or girls in the United States rose from 3 in 1995 to 241 in 2006,

according to Leonard Sax, executive director of the National Association for Single

Sex Public Education.

2.3 Australia

In Australia, the proportion of students from independent schools attending single-sex

schools, dropped from 31% in 1985 to 24% in 1995. In secondary schools, 55% of

boys and 54% of girls went to single-sex schools, in 1985. However by 1995 the

proportion attending single-sex secondary schools had dropped to 41% of boys and

45% of girls.

2.4 Middle East

However, in the Middle East in most schools it is mandatory for schools to be single-

sex schools. Each school accepts boys or girls exclusively. In places where sharia is

the law students attend sex-segregated public schools. In the Islamic Republic of Iran,
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sex-segregated public schools have been in place since the Islamic Revolution. In

some areas of Pakistan, policies that require single-sex schools may limit girls'

opportunities, when, as a result of such policies, only schools for boys are established.

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
Pluralism, Justice, Discourse Ethics, And Educational Leadership

Topic : Pluralism, Justice, Discourse Ethics, And Educational Leadership

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to develop learning regarding:

 Selected Reading: John Rawls, A Theory of Justice

 School Leadership

 Libertarian approaches of dicsouse

 Justice Theory

Definition/Overview:

Pluralism: Pluralism is the view that some phenomena observed in science require multiple

explanations to account for their nature while Methodological pluralism, the view that some

phenomena observed in science and social science require multiple methods to account for

their nature

Key Points:

1. Selected Reading: John Rawls, A Theory of Justice.

A Theory of Justice is a widely-read book of political philosophy and ethics by John Rawls.

It was originally published in 1971 and revised in both 1975 (for the translated editions) and

1999. In A Theory of Justice, Rawls attempts to solve the problem of distributive justice by

utilizing a variant of the familiar device of the social contract. The resultant theory is known

as "Justice as Fairness", from which Rawls derives his two famous principles of justice: the

liberty principle and the difference principle. In A Theory of Justice Rawls argues for a

principled reconciliation of liberty and equality. Central to this effort is an account of the

circumstances of justice (inspired by Hume), and a fair choice situation (closer in spirit to
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Kant) for parties facing such circumstances, and seeking principles of justice to guide their

conduct. These parties face moderate scarcity, and they are neither naturally altruistic nor

purely egotistic: they have ends they seek to advance, but desire to advance them through

cooperation with others on mutually acceptable terms. Rawls offers a model of a fair choice

situation (the original position with its veil of ignorance) within which parties would

hypothetically choose mutually acceptable principles of justice. Under such constraints,

Rawls believes that parties would find his favored principles of justice to be especially

attractive, winning out over varied alternatives, including utilitarian and libertarian accounts

Justice refers to the distribution of things and position of people within society. Closely

linked to fairness, views of what constitutes justice vary from society to society (and person

to person), but some concept of justice is one of the key features of social organization. It can

also refer to the administration of law within a society. Discourse ethics, sometimes called

"argumentation ethics", refers to a type of argument that attempts to establish normative or

ethical truths by examining the presuppositions of discourse.

Pluralism is used, often in different ways, across a wide range of topics:

 Pluralism (political philosophy), the acknowledgment of diversity

 Pluralism (political theory), holds that political power in society does not lie with the

electorate but is distributed among a wide number of groups

 Pluralism (philosophy), entirely unrelated positions in metaphysics and epistemology

 Value pluralism, the idea that there are several values which may be equally correct and

fundamental, and yet in conflict with each other

 Cosmic pluralism, the belief in numerous other worlds beyond the Earth which harbour

extraterrestrial life

 Religious pluralism, a term used to describe the acceptance of all religious paths as equally

valid, promoting coexistence

 Cultural pluralism, when small groups within a larger society maintain their unique cultural

identities

 Economic pluralism, the diversity of business sizes, types, and industries

 Legal pluralism, allows for moral laws that are unwritten as formal laws

 In art, the art of the current period where every style is practiced, characterizing late 20th and

early 21st century Contemporary art

 In the sense of holding multiple ecclesiastical offices, see benefice
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 Pluralist School, a Greek school of pre-Socratic philosophers
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2. School Leadership

The term school leadership came into currency in the late 20th century for several reasons.

Demands were made on schools for higher levels of pupil achievement, and schools were

expected to improve and reform. These expectations were accompanied by calls for

accountability at the school level. Maintenance of the status quo was no longer considered

acceptable. Administration and management are terms that connote stability through the

exercise of control and supervision. The concept of leadership was favored because it

conveys dynamism and proactivity. The principal or school head is commonly thought to be

the school leader; however, school leadership may include other persons, such as members of

a formal leadership team and other persons who contribute toward the aims of the school.

3. Libertarian approaches of dicsouse

Hans-Hermann Hoppe's "argumentation ethics" is a defense of libertarian rights. Hoppe,

drawing on the work of Habermas and Apel (and a former student of Habermas's), argues that

because argumentation, or discourse, is by its nature a conflict-free way of interacting, and

requires individual control of resources in order to argue and be alive to do so, that certain

norms are presupposed as true by anyone engaging in genuine discourse. These norms

include the libertarian principle of non-aggression, which itself implies libertarian rights.

Therefore, no one can argumentatively deny libertarian rights without self-contradiction.

Gary B. Madison's views are similar to Hoppe's argumentation ethics approach and also draw

on Habermasiandiscourse ethics. Madison argues that the various values defended by

liberalism are not arbitrary, a matter of neither mere personal preference, nor do they derive

from some natural law. . . . Rather, they are nothing less and nothing more than what could be

called the operative presuppositions or intrinsic features and demands of communicative

rationality itself. In other words, they are values that are implicitly recognized and affirmed

by everyone by the very fact of their engaging in communicative reason. This amounts to

saying that no one can rationally deny them without at the same time denying reason, without

self-contradiction, without in fact abandoning all attempts to persuade the other and to reach

agreement.

While Hoppe attempts to show that the non-aggression principle (i.e., self-ownership plus the

right to homestead) itself is directly implied by any discourse or argumentation, Madison's
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arguments are a bit different. For instance, he argues that, because discourse has priority over

violence, this validates the Kantian claim that people ought to be treated as ends rather than

means, which is the principle of human dignity. The principle of freedom from coercion then

follows from the principle of human dignity. The "estoppel" theory of Stephan Kinsella

draws on Hoppe's theory. Kinsella argues that an aggressor cannot coherently object to being

punished for the act of aggression, by the victim or the victim's agents or heirs, i.e. he is

"estopped" from withholding consent, because by committing aggression he commits himself

to the proposition that the use of force is legitimate, and therefore, his withholding consent

based on his right not to be physically harmed contradicts his aggressivelegitimation of force.

4. Justice Theory

A Theory of Justice is a widely-read topic of political and moral philosophy by John Rawls.

In A Theory of Justice, Rawls attempts to solve the problem of distributive justice by

utilizing a variant of the familiar device of the social contract. The resultant theory is known

as "Justice as Fairness", from which Rawls derives his two famous principles of justice: the

liberty principle and the difference principle. In A Theory of Justice Rawls argues for a

principled reconciliation of liberty and equality. Central to this effort is an account of the

circumstances of justice (inspired by David Hume), and a fair choice situation (closer in spirit

to Kant) for parties facing such circumstances, and seeking principles of justice to guide their

conduct. These parties face moderate scarcity, and they are neither naturally altruistic nor

purely egotistic: they have ends they seek to advance, but desire to advance them through

cooperation with others on mutually acceptable terms. Rawls offers a model of a fair choice

situation (the original position with its veil of ignorance) within which parties would

hypothetically choose mutually acceptable principles of justice. Under such constraints,

Rawls believes that parties would find his favored principles of justice to be especially

attractive, winning out over varied alternatives, including utilitarian and libertarian accounts.
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